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2009 was a great year for eUReKa. Thanks 

to both the Portuguese and the German 

chairmanships, eUReKa has been able to 

assume its strategic role within the european 

Research area. The year also saw the 

consolidation of our Internationalisation 

strategy and that of the ambitious eurostars 

Programme, both kick-started in ljubljana 

back in 2008. 

Time for eUReKa to claim its 
rightful position in the eRa

In the June lisbon Ministerial and July’s Dresden launch 

conference, it was clear that eUReKa’s true value was being 

recognised more than ever by the political and industrial world. 

We also saw a record number of running projects, which hit the 

1,000 mark for the first time in 2009. 

now it’s time for eUReKa to claim its rightful place in the eRa. We 

are ready and have shown ourselves able to work closely with 

our eU and other partners towards the creation of a strong and 

competitive europe.

‘

’

luuk borg 
Head of the eUReKa secretariat, brussels
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When Portugal assumed the eUReKa 

chairmanship back in 2008, our objectives 

were ambitious ones. not only did we 

intend to continue the excellent work of our 

slovenian predecessors, but our visionary 

Research Minister José Mariano Gago had 

plans to expand eUReKa’s presence beyond 

europe.

ManUel nUnes Da PonTe
chairman of the eUReKa High-level Group July 2008-June 2009       

‘

’

Unlike other research infrastructures in europe, eUReKa has the 

added advantage of its bottom-up approach, which gives it 

the flexibility to adapt itself faster to the constantly-changing 

knowledge society. This makes association with eUReKa a lot 

more attractive, which was critical for our negotiations with south 

Korea — and will be in future conversations with other interested 

countries outside of europe. our clients – the companies that do 

research in eUReKa – will also have more belief in our ability to help 

them achieve their business goals and expand their geographical 

horizons.

small- and medium-sized businesses make up the majority 

of our client base and even more joined the fold during our 

chairmanship, as the joint eU-eUReKa eurostars Programme for 

SMEs saw its first full year of operation. We see already the excellent 

quality of the projects involved and hear from industry how happy 

they are with the Programme. The cooperation with the european 

commission is good – the success of eurostars has proved 

everyone right: outsourcing and empowering a trusted, established 

network like eUReKa to oversee such a programme has worked.

last, but not least, was the support that the Portuguese 

chairmanship gave to the improved exposure of eUReKa through 

an extensive advertising campaign: “I am eUReKa”. The billboards 

at lisbon and brussels International airports got good results. The 

lisbon eUReKa Innovation Days event in June used the same 

theme to showcase some of our great success stories with much 

positive feedback.
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Germany assumed the chairmanship 

of eUReKa at a challenging moment for 

europe. With the economic crisis, europe 

had to define a growth strategy whilst 

observing the new legal basis for the eU 

and drawing conclusions from the expiring 

lisbon strategy. We were determined 

to exploit our term to promote eUReKa’s 

role in the european Research area, and 

make a strong case for its contribution to 

addressing globalisation challenges and 

the perspectives for economic recovery. 

our chairmanship programme fosters the 

proactive attitude of eUReKa and supports 

collaboration in industrial R&D.

WalTeR MönIG
chairman of the eUReKa High level Group  
July 2009-June 2010       

‘

’

our launch conference,, ‘World-class Innovation through 

International cooperation’, in July 2009, discussed political priorities 

with stakeholders and intensified EUREKA’s policy dialogue. The 

event was a success and could become the model for future annual 

conferences.

Although flexibility and the bottom-up approach remain the most 

valuable features of eUReKa, it became obvious that a longer-term 

action plan could give orientation for  future chair programme 

development. such a strategic roadmap could help the pursuance 

of issues that cannot be accomplished within one chairmanship 

term. our chairmanship is developing a strategic roadmap as a 

medium-term plan and a key instrument of an improved governance 

system, enabling us to unlock eUReKa’s full potential and increase its 

impact on shaping the european research and innovation agenda.

The joint eUReKa-eU eurostars Programme marks an important 

milestone in support of european high-tech sMes. We are making 

good progress in adjusting the management of the Programme to 

the huge demand, which by far exceeds all expectations. 

With the EUREKA Day in Seoul, we will take the first steps to 

implementing the association agreement with south Korea, 

concluded at the lisbon Ministerial conference in June 2009. The 

interest of Korean companies and institutions to use eUReKa as 

a base for intensifying contacts with europe is impressive. These 

first steps beyond Europe are the way to make EUREKA fit for R&D 

collaboration in a globalised economy.

I am grateful that Germany is in a position to help navigate eUReKa 

through these turbulent times in the global economy. In June, at the 

berlin Ministerial conference, we will be ready to take decisions to 

prepare foundations for future chairmanships to build upon. I wish 

Israel, as the incoming chair, every success in continuing the course 

the eUReKa network has chosen.
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‘success comes to those who are 
too busy to be looking for it’* and 
2009 has been a very busy year 
in european R&D. Despite the 
financial crisis, EUREKA researchers 
have never been so successful 
in providing to everyday citizens 
the means for a better life while 
offering europe new ways to get 
out of the economical turmoil. 

Thanks to eUReKa projects you can now drive more 

environmentally-friendly cars, eat better food and drink cleaner 

water, or even watch TV on your mobile phone. some other 

innovations are still to come and we will soon be living in a 

veritable ‘web of objects’, as Internet touches every aspect of our 

environment. 

These success stories are the results of the hard work of a 

community of both scientists and businessmen, to improve your 

life today and shape what it could be tomorrow. one of eUReKa’s 

commitments is to show the world just what those women and men 

have achieved.  

Here is a selection of some of the eUReKa success 
stories recently published…

*  Henry David Thoreau 
Us Transcendentalist author (1817 - 1862)

bRInGInG sUccess To oUR DaIlY lIVes
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ITea 04016 anso
Ensuring universal access in 
digital homes makes for an 
easier life

Growing intelligence available in 
all types of domestic equipment - 
from TVs to fridges - demands open 
access to simplify operations and 
interactions in the smart networked 
homes of the future.

e! 3868 InTellGas
Enhancing competition in the 
deregulated European gas 
distribution market

cost-effective automatic gas-
metering and data-transmission 
system enables accurate 
demand forecasting in the newly 
competitive european energy 
market.

celTIc WInG-TV
EUREKA-CELTIC sets the 
standard for TV on the move

eUReKa-celTIc’s WInG-TV project 
has opened the door to the next 
big development in european 
telecommunications: digital 
television for people on the move.

e! 3407 eURoaGRI+ oMs
Fighting obesity and illness with 
a novel approach to nutrition

a new diet concept for obese 
people suffering from Metabolic 
syndrome, developed by the 
partners in e! 3407 eURoaGRI+ oMs, 
has demonstrated sustained weight 
loss in clinical trials and can alleviate 
the key symptoms of the condition. 

e! 3734 i-staRs
Mass production micro-hybrid 
technology set to cut emissions 
and fuel use in cars

new technology will enable a 
very high level of hybrid circuit 
integration to extend ‘stop-start’ 
functionality for high volume cars 
at low cost

e! 3920 Well ReGeneRaTIon
A greener, life-prolonging system 
for cleaning water wells
a highly successful collaboration 
between the partners of e! 3920 
Well ReGeneRaTIon has led to the 
development of an environmentally- 
friendly, cost-saving and significantly 
more effective method of cleaning 
a well that extends its commercial 
life, now in use by water companies 
throughout europe.

e! 4008 PRoVIno
The wonders of wine
a conversation over a glass of wine 
turned into eUReKa-backed research 
effort to create new, healthy wine-
flavoured products. The German and 
spanish partners of project e!4008 
PRoVIno have invented a way of 
making powder from by-products of red 
wine production which could be used in 
everything from yoghurt and chocolates 
to creams and face masks.

e! 3161 loGcHaIn+ 
e_RaIlMaP
Keeping track of rail freight

an Internet-based european 
railway map and GPs tracking 
system now enables rail freight users 
to track deliveries across more than 
40 countries, making rail as simple 
to use as road transport.

e! 3540 no WasTe 
bReWeRY
Unleashing the power in beer

brewing beer creates tonnes of 
leftover grains. but that waste can 
be turned into fuel, as a eUReKa-
backed partnership of German and 
slovakian developers has shown.

e! 2923 DIasHoe
Protective footwear for 
diabetics at a high-street price

a new generation of prophylactic 
footwear has been developed by 
the partners of e! 2923 DIasHoe 
to help europe’s rapidly-growing 
number of diabetics safeguard their 
feet against serious and debilitating 
complications.

ITea 05022 soDa
Service-oriented ecosystem 
enables low cost devices 
to form interactive ‘web of 
objects’

Technological innovation in 
web-service profiling enables low-
cost devices to speak the same 
language while providing a smart 
approach to interactive service-
oriented support systems.  

e! 3172 nKsTIM
First-in-class treatment for 
acute leukaemia

a new potential drug may offer 
breakthrough treatment for acute 
leukaemia in older people who are 
unable to have a bone marrow 
transplant, and also new options for 
other types of cancer.

celTIc DeHiGate
Magic box for mission 
impossible
for rescuers working in remote 
places working phones and internet 
are literally a question of life and 
death. a team of researchers 
and businesses in norway, spain 
and finland decided they need 
to be equipped with a box with 
the power to connect them to 
networks wherever they are.

MeDea+ 2a704 RobIn
Working together to design 
robust silicon chips

co-operation between chipmakers, 
tool suppliers and research 
organisations has speeded delivery 
of new generations of complex 
microelectronic circuits by the 
european semiconductor industry.

ITea 05024 sMaRTToUcH
Taking a touching approach to 
transport ticketing and home 
care for the elderly

Exploitation of powerful near-field 
communication technology makes 
it easy to pay bus, tram and metro 
fares or select from a choice of 
home meals by a simple touch of a 
mobile phone.
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EurostarsClustersIndividual Projects

1985 2009

100

200

300

OtherUniversity Research Institute

Large companySME

1985 2009

eUReKa projects endorsed 
1985 - 2010

eUReKa type of participants

In 2009, eUReKa generated 
323 projects  (191 Individual projects, 

45 clusters projects and 87 eurostars projects) 
representing 20% more projects than 
2008 and almost the double of projects 
compared to 2000!

EUREKA facts & figures

In total value, this represents
1.5 billion euro (324 million euro for 

Individual Projects, 994 million euro for clusters 

and 128 million euro for eurostars)

over 50% of the participants are sMes, 
10% are large companies and 30% are 
research institutes or universities.
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Portugal 
set on making 

eUReKa stronger

for the second time in eUReKa’s history, Portugal 
took the reins of eUReKa in 2008-2009. Driven by a 
strong ambition to renew eUReKa’s political vision, 
Portugal focused on strengthening eUReKa’s role in the 
european Research area (eRa), acting as a facilitator 
and mediator across different european programmes. 
The chair’s enthusiasm, coupled with fruitful meetings 
in the Iberian locations, led to reinforced investment in 
new eUReKa projects, which will lead to the creation of 
innovative products and services despite the economic 
crisis.

Under the Portuguese chair, new regulations for the 
association of non-european countries to eUReKa were 
set, allowing eUReKa to promote a policy of increased 
international cooperation. bosnia and Herzegovina 
(as National Information Point, a first step towards full 
membership) and south Korea (as associate country) 
joined eUReKa.

Increasing global recognition of the eUReKa label as 
a symbol of innovation for innovating businesses was 
one of the key priorities which resulted, notably, in the 
successful organisation of an innovation event in lisbon 
(June 2009), “eUReKa Innovation Days”. 

also in lisbon, a stunning turnaround was witnessed 
in the eUReKa project portfolio for the Portuguese 
chairmanship year, with a total of 323 new projects 
announced for a total budget of some 1.45 billion euro.
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‘In difficult economic times, it is 
positive to know that public and 
private money, which is spent 
in innovative EUREKA projects of 
transnational research has increased.’

José MaRIano GaGo 
Portugal’s Minister for science, 
Technology and Higher education 

‘The success of Eurostars has proved 
everyone right: outsourcing and 
empowering a trusted, established 
network like EUREKA to oversee such 
a programme has worked.’

ManUel nUnes Da PonTe
eUReKa High level Group chairman

 

‘Opening EUREKA to the world is very 
important, especially for European 
SMEs.’

JoRGe lIz
eUReKa national Project coordinator 
Group chairman
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SINES 

nPc2 & HlG2
28/29 January 2009

neTWoRK MeeTInGs
eUReKa Portuguese 

chairmanship
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PONTA DELGADA 

nPc3 & HlG3
1/2 april 2009
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LISBON 

nPc4 & HlG4
16/17 June 2009
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on the initiative of the assembly of the Republic 
of Portugal, the 16th Interparliamentary eUReKa 
conference, “energy and sustainability”, was held on 
14 -15 May 2009. 

a number of members of parliament and 
representatives of the governments of eUReKa 
member countries attended the event. The 
conference was opened by Jaime Gama, President 
of the assembly of the Republic, followed by speeches 
from José Mariano Gago, Minister of science, 
Technology and Higher education of Portugal and 
bravo nico, Member of Parliament and chair of the 
conference.

The main theme of this conference was the future of 
science and Technology in europe.
 
     

XVI eUReKa 
Interparliamentary 

conference
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at the invitation of Portuguese Research Minister José 
Mariano Gago, ministers and their representatives from 
the 38 eUReKa member countries and Janez Potocnik, 
european Research commissioner, met in lisbon on 19 
June 2009 for the XXIV session of the eUReKa Ministerial 
conference.

at the same time as recognising eUReKa’s success in 
its ambition to promote european competitiveness 
through its support to industry, ministers stressed that 
eUReKa should act as a facilitator and mediator 
across different european programmes and projects, 
particularly with its experience of organising R&D 
cooperation between european countries for nearly 
25 years.

XXIV eUReKa 
Ministerial 

conference 
Report

bosnia and 
Herzegovina and 
south Korea join 

eUReKa

The eUReKa XXIV Ministerial conference in lisbon, 
Portugal on 19 June 2009 confirmed the affiliation of 
two new countries to the network. They were bosnia 
and Herzegovina, which joined eUReKa as a national 
Information Point (nIP) - a transitional status that should 
lead to full membership in a few years - and south 
Korea, which joined as an associate country.

at the end of the meeting, José Mariano Gago 
formally passed the eUReKa chairmanship to the 
Head of the German delegation, frieder Meyer-
Krahmer, secretary of state for the federal Ministry of 
education and Research, expressing his best wishes for 
their chairmanship term.
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i

‘Our idea was to gather information 
about the position of stations for the 
transport of cargo in all European 
countries. But we realised that this 
was a good basis for displaying 
other information such as positions of 
wagons, locomotives and goods trains.’

PeTR KRoca, MaRKeTInG DIRecToR aT 
olTIs GRoUP - of e!3161 loGcHaIn+ 
e_RaIlMaP WInneR of THe 2009 eUReKa 
InnoVaTIon aWaRD

‘Our innovation is to vary the 
compression to suit driving conditions. 
If you are driving slowly in town, the 
compression ratio will increase to 
18:1 – similar to a diesel engine. But 
the compression ratio will drop when 
driving on a motorway.’

fInalIsT beRT De GooIJeR 
of e!3538 GoenGIne

‘The results were extraordinary. 
Volunteers demonstrated sustained 
weight loss, modified cholesterol 
levels and considerable health 
improvements.’

fInalIsT beRnaRD scHMITT 
of e!3407 eURoaGRI+ oMs
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Innovation Days 
award

i

The eUReKa 2009 Innovation Days award for 
outstanding technological and commercial 
achievement went to czech-led project e!3161 
loGcHaIn+ e-RaIlMaP (electronic rail map of 
europe). software company JeRID, the czech sMe, 
member of olTIs Group, along with partners from 
austria and Germany, developed a powerful new 
computer software package for managing freight 
transport. 

The project consists of an electronic map of railways in 
europe, with static and dynamic objects, and allows 
greater efficiency in the organisation of logistical 
networks. eUReKa projects e!3538 GoenGIne and 
e!3407 eURoaGRI+ oMs were also nominated as 
finalists for this award for innovation. Around 19 of 
the 40 projects exhibiting at the eUReKa Innovation 
Days event in lisbon were judged by members of 
the international, independent eurostars jury on their 
socio-economic and market impact and level of 
technological innovation.
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eUReKa and DG 
Research sign 

the delegation 
agreement on the 

eurostars Programme

Theodosius lennon, of Directorate T at DG Research 
and luuk borg, Head of the ese

The eUReKa secretariat (ese) and the Research 
Directorate-General of the european commission 
have officially signed a delegation agreement, 
enabling the ese to manage the eU participation 
in the eurostars Programme. This agreement was 
signed by Theodosius lennon, of Directorate T at 
DG Research and luuk borg, Head of the ese at the 
Secretariat’s Brussels office on 21 August 2009.

The eU is participating in eurostars with a contribution 
of 100 million euro for the period 2008 – 2013.
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Other

Research Institute

University

Large company

SME

R&D Performing SME

Cut off 1Cut off 2Cut off 3

279 applications were received for the third eurostars 
application deadline, with a total value of 389 million 
euro. 

of 279 applications, 236 were eligible and 112 have been 
ranked above the threshold. 
after a substantial member funding effort (in addition to 
the original earmarked budget), 85 projects have been 
approved for funding, which is almost twice as many 
more projects the earmarked budget alone would have 
allowed. 

The eurostars target is once again reached with 68% of 
the funds going to R&D sMes.  

eurostars 
3rd application 

deadline

eURosTaRs 
KeY fIGURes

1st cut off 2nd cut off 3rd cut off

applications received 215 317 279

Total budget 311 M€ 445 M€ 389 M€

number of applicants 667 1105 957

applications eligible 189 244 236

applications above 
threshold

133 111 112

Projects funded 90 86 85

% funded  
(vs. applications received)

42% 27% 30%
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eurostars funding 
agencies 

conference: 

supporting the 
entrepreneurial stars 

of europe

This year’s eurostars funding agencies conference 
took place on 1 october at the stanhope Hotel in 
brussels. More than 55 participants representing most 
of the eurostars participating countries and funding 
agencies and the european commission were 
present. future cooperation of funding agencies, 
synchronisation and further involvement at a regional 
level were the main topics covered.
 
luuk borg, Head of the eUReKa secretariat (ese) and 
in charge of the eurostars Programme mentioned 
that funding agencies are greatly involved in different 
schemes related to eUReKa and the purpose of the 
conference was to try and convince, challenge and 
bring the right questions to the participants in order to 
make the eurostars Programme better. 

Michel Vanavermaete, eurostars operation 
Manager together with Peter Chisnall, Scientific 
and Technical advisor, explained in further detail 
the process of evaluation of the programme. David 
Garlot, R&D Trends analyst, presented the results of 
the applications submitted to-date and the most 
important trends. It is interesting to note that 80% of 
applicants were R&D-performing sMes, suggesting 
that eurostars is reaching its targets. Veerle notaert, 
administration and chair support Manager at the ese, 
explained the bilateral agreements between the ese 
and the national funding agencies and their legal 
background. 
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eURosTaRs InDePenDenT 
eValUaTIon Panel  

sessIon
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In 2009, the eRa-neT coRneT decided to use the 
eurostars evaluation system (2 international assessments 
per applicant, a cover note provided by each national 
Project coordinator, an Independent evaluation Panel 
and ranking list) for its 7th call (april 2009) and 8th call 
(october 2009). The eUReKa secretariat implemented 
the call management, allowing the coRneT network to 
focus on generating more applications and supporting 
participants with their applications. This allowed 
coRneT to generate 23 applications in the 8th call 
compared with 10 applications in the 7th call.  

Thanks to the good partnership established between 
eUReKa and coRneT, eRa sMe decided, in september 
2009, to also use the eurostars model for its 7th call 
(March 2010) and 8th call (october 2010). 

coRneT is an eRaneT which aims to strengthen 
collective research in europe. collective research is 
R&D performed for the benefit of a broad target group 
of businesses, especially small and medium enterprises 
(sMes). 

erasMe is an eRaneT which aims to strengthen the 
market position of sMes in search of enhanced 
access to research capacities, by establishing a 
fruitful cooperation with research and technology 
organisations on a transnational level. 
eRa-neT: The objective of the eRa-neT scheme is to 
step up the cooperation and coordination of research 
activities carried out at national or regional level in the 
Member states and associated states.

eUReKa & eRa-neT: 

successful cooperation 
based on the eurostars 

model 
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ACQUISITION 
PHASE

KEY OBJECTIVES

Increase network of 
funding agencies

Increase 
application 
generation

KEY OBJECTIVES

Qualitative and 
transparent 
evaluation system

Cost-efficient 
system

KEY OBJECTIVES

Synchronisation of 
funding

KEY OBJECTIVES

Efficient projects 
progress system

Efficient 
programme
impact analysis

CALL 
MANAGEMENT 
PHASE

FUNDING 
PHASE

MONITORING 
PHASE

eUReKa-coRneT Partnership
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Germany 
takes over the 
chairmanship

Germany determined to 
show innovation key to 

battling economic crisis

The global downturn means Germany is chairing 
eUReKa – which turns 25 in 2010 - at one of the 
most challenging moments in its history. Germany is 
determined to use its term - which runs until June 2010 
– to consolidate eUReKa’s role in european research 
and development (R&D) alongside other schemes like 
the eU’s framework Programme.

With Germany being a solid player in eUReKa 
innovations over the last quarter century, it will be 
seeking ways to play an important role in contributing 
to new economic growth in europe.

one of the targets of the chair is also to explore what 
organisational or administrative support it can give to 
new ‘clusters’ – groups of companies and institutions 
working together on a common research agenda. 
In continuation of the strategy developed under 
previous chairmanships, Germany will pursue the 
International cooperation strategy of eUReKa.

also on the agenda is whether to seek further special 
partnerships such as that with south Korea, as well 
as the desire to help companies secure financing for 
research on new products which necessarily carry the 
risk of failure, and which may only deliver profits in the 
medium or long term.
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‘Both the stability of the EU Seventh 
Framework Programme and the 
flexibility of EUREKA should be 
better utilised to mobilise Europe’s 
innovative potential.’

anneTTe scHaVan 
Federal Minister of Education and 
Research in Germany  

‘There is strong need for acquiring 
new resources for innovation.’

fRIeDeR MeYeR-KRaHMeR 
state secretary at Germany’s Ministry of 
education and Research (bMbf)

 

‘The synchronisation of funding is 
a drawback of EUREKA but it is the 
bottom-up approach which gives 
freedom to participants and that 
means the companies are closer to 
developments in the markets.’

WalTeR MönIG
eUReKa High level Group chairman
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annette schavan, Minister at the bMbf (federal 
Ministry of Education and Research) officially launched 
the German eUReKa chairmanship year at the ‘World-
class Innovation through International cooperation’ 
conference in Dresden on 7 July, attended by 
some 300 representatives of government, industry, 
academia and trade associations.

schavan was joined in Dresden by Germany’s former 
Minister for foreign affairs Hans-Dietrich Genscher, 
anneli Pauli, Deputy Director-General at the european 
commission’s Research Directorate and che-Min Rim, 
Vice Minister of the Ministry of Knowledge economy, 
Republic of Korea. The morning’s keynote speeches 
were followed by lively and well-attended workshops 
in the afternoon, on subjects as diverse as energy 
technologies, manufacturing, intellectual property 
and venture capital.
     

‘World-class 
Innovation through 

International 
cooperation’ 

conference
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DRESDEN 

nPc1 & HlG1
october 2009

neTWoRK MeeTInGs
eUReKa German

 chairmanship
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What emerged 
as eUReKa’s main 

strengths and 
weaknesses?

In preparation for its chairmanship, the bMbf (federal 
Ministry of education and Research) commissioned a 
survey of businesses and research institutes involved 
in eUReKa, as well as numerous interviews with experts 
belonging to the eUReKa community and others 
concerned with transnational R&D cooperation. The 
findings were as expected, but strengthened the resolve 
of the German chairmanship to reinforce eUReKa’s 
rightful place in the european Research area through its 
intensive and ambitious work programme this year.

The network’s 25 years of evolution, with a growing network of 
member countries, demonstrates the flexibility and relevance of 
eUReKa.

on the whole, the survey shows that services provided by eUReKa 
offices and  national project coordinators have been met with 
a positive response. The different eUReKa tools - supporting 
individual projects as well as networking structures under a 
common technological target - meet the objectives of generating 
collaborative R&D. but we can still identify some challenges for 
eUReKa’s future:

• The interfaces of EUREKA with national support structures are 
complex and differ from country to country. 

• EUREKA must redefine its role within the European innovation 
support landscape to find an identity as a specific initiative 
which picks up the needs of european industry. 
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The 2009 gold ITea achievement award went to the 
smartTouch project for its outstanding contribution 
to the programme of ITea 2 – the eUReKa cluster 
for software-intensive systems and services (siss). 
The ITea 2 board particularly appreciated the 
simple touch and interactive user orientation of the 
platform and concepts developed, based on near 
field communication (NFC) short-range wireless 
connectivity. 

www.itea2.org

as usual, the fourth call of ITea 2 opened 
in 2009 with a two-day Project outline 
preparation event in Istanbul, Turkey. The 
event was organised in close co-operation 
with Hüseyin Gören, member of the ITea 2 
Public authorities committee (ITac), and 
his team from TÜbÌTaK, the Turkish funding 
agency. 

Interactive touch 
technology wins ITea 

Gold achievement 
award 2009
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ITea 2 
symposium 

2009

business-oriented 
innovation that 

strengthens economy 
and benefits society

The event took place in Madrid on 29-30 october in the auditorium 
Hotel, focusing on the theme ‘business-oriented innovation that 
strengthens economy and benefits society’.

a co-summit was held together with aRTeMIsIa association on 
ecosystems driving open innovation in embedded intelligence 
and software-intensive systems and services. Presentations during 
this co-summit included industrial and political viewpoints on 
the theme. an exhibition on 29-30 october with over 60 projects 
showcasing their results and achievements was again a highlight of 
the ITea 2 symposium and the co-summit.

as in previous years, the ITea 2 board rewarded two projects at the 
2009 symposium: the ITea achievement award and the exhibition 
award.

fast commercial exploitation of 
research results is essential

RUDolf HaGGenMÜlleR
ITea 2 cHaIRMan 

‘ ’
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This year, the netherlands hosted the 
european nanoelectronics forum, which was 
held on november 17 and 18 in noordwijk, 
the netherlands. The conference, organised 
by the european organisations enIac and 
caTRene, covered the latest technological
developments and projects in the field of 
nanoelectronics. 

The conference was opened by Maria van der 
Hoeven, Dutch Minister of economic affairs. In 
her speech she emphasised the importance of 

nanoelectronics for europe. 

 

european 
nanoelectronics 

forum 2009

caTRene focuses to deliver 
nanoelectronic solutions responding to 
the needs of society at large, improving 
the economic prosperity of europe, and 
reinforcing industry’s ability to be at the 
forefront of the global competition.

enRIco VIlla
cHaIRMan of caTRene anD ITs PReDecessoR MeDea+ 

www.catrene.org

‘

’
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automotive 
component 

accelerated testing 
project wins 2009 

noblanc award

The 2009 Jean-Pierre noblanc award for excellence went to the 
MeDea+ 2T204 elIas project for achievements in accelerated test 
and simulation methodologies to speed up the introduction of 
robust new electronic components for the automotive industry. 
This award honours the most innovative and sustainable project 
carried out in MeDea+ and was presented during the european 
nanoelectronics forum in the netherlands. 
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celTIc held its fourth annual event in Paris 
from 11 to 12 March 2009.  The event was 
targeted at over 200 decision-makers, 
managers, and technical experts from the 
telecommunications industry, operators, and 
academia.  

In the panel discussion, high-level experts from 
public administrations, the european commission, 
spanish ministry and the telecommunications industry 
discussed the necessary technical innovations 
for the coming year, which the extended celTIc 
cluster should cover to sustain european leadership 
in telecommunications. for the spanish authorities, 
the 2009 priority is the future of Internet and digital 

content.

 

celTIc 
event 2009

Telecommunications is developing at a 
steadily accelerating pace and celTIc 
companies want to be involved in 
shaping that future to secure the good 
position for the european industry in the 
changing telecommunications market.

José JIMenez
celTIc cHaIRMan 

www.celtic-initiative.org

future Directions in 
Telecommunications 

and IcT

‘

’
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celTIc has brought a consistent 
framework of new research areas to 
sustain europe’s competitiveness.

HeInz bRÜGGeMann
DIRecToR of THe celTIc offIce

The current status, the available results and developments 
of running celTIc projects were presented. The event also 
provided an excellent opportunity to show the state-of-the art 
in telecommunications development towards integrated next-
generation telecommunications and multimedia systems, including 
Future Internet, for seamless use across mobile and fixed networks 
and to discuss the needs for future research in these areas. at the 
exhibition, which ran in parallel to the workshop and conference 
sessions, celTIc project teams demonstrated their achievements 
and prototypes and discussed their results with experts.

‘
’
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sMaRT sYsTeMs InTeGRaTIon is the european 
communication platform for R&D in industry 
and science. Important target groups are the 
application industries such as automation, 
automotive, aerospace, telecommunication, 
medical technology, logistics, RfID, life 
sciences as well as underlying technologies. 

The event is close to industry and is application-
oriented. It focuses on complex systems in 
consideration of the components of various 
technologies.

smart system 
Integration 2009

www.euripides-eureka.eu
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eURIPIDes 
forum 2009

The third edition of the eURIPIDes forum took place on 22 – 23 
october 2009, in barcelona (casa convalescència). The eUReKa 
Cluster dedicated to the field of Microsystems Technology and 
electronic Packaging gave the participants state-of-the-art 
information about mature and emerging technology trends for 
affordable power electronics for smart sensors for IT, health, security 
and energy control. The event gave the opportunity to exchange 
success stories, getting inside information from industry leaders 
about technology trends and meeting with potential partners to set 
up winning project consortia. 
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eURoGIa+ , the energy eUReKa cluster, 
proposes a systemic approach to cope with 
the challenges that we face today to:

• satisfy energy demand and its continuous 
growth;

• fight against climate change and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions;

• prepare the transition from fossil fuels to 
renewable energies, while continuing 
the energy chain decarbonisation, and 
migrating towards a hydrogen economy.

Three calls were completed by the end of 2009.  
eleven proposals have been labelled for a total cost of 
47.1 million euro.
Those projects cover many of the technology domains 
(ccs, H2 and fuel cells, wind, solar, oil and gas, safety, 
IcT). 

over 30 project outlines were submitted for a total 
project cost of 108 million euro. Those projects involved 
20 eUReKa member countries and cover almost all 
of the technology domains. some of those project 
outlines will turn into full proposals as soon as their 

consortia are finalised.

 

fuelling europe’s 
response to the 

global energy 
challenge

The EUREKA Cluster for Low-Carbon Energy Technologies

www.eurogia.com
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The 4th call has produced 8 project outlines out of which 
five are ready to move to full proposal preparation.

The EUROGIA+ label was obtained in June 2008 for five 
years and is supported by 15 countries: austria, belgium, 
croatia, Denmark, france, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, 
Ireland, Israel, Monaco, Poland, slovenia, spain and 
Turkey.
 

GabRIel MaRqUeTTe 
eURoGIa+ cHaIRMan
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1st european 
Innovation summit 
Turning the european Parliament 

into an Innovation showcase 

On 13-14 October 2009 the first European 
Innovation summit (eIs), where eUReKa 
was a main partner, took place at the 
european Parliament, bringing together 
some 600 stakeholders of the european 
Innovation ecosystem. organised by the 
Knowledge4innovation platform, the event 
aimed at discussing priorities and developed 
recommendations for a new european 
innovation agenda. 

The conference and exhibition featured workshops 
and special events involving students and innovation-
oriented organisations. sessions were hosted by MePs 
in an effort to exchange views on how to manage 
science and technology in europe. The eUReKa 
network was very well represented not only in terms 
of visibility but also of speakers. enrico Villa (catrene), 
Rudolf Hagenmueller (ITea2), Kamel bennaceur 
(schlumberger/eURoGIa+), franco cozzani (ese) and 
shalini saxena (bMbf, De chair) were all panellists in 
different sessions during the summit.

eUReKa In acTIon

1st European Innovation Summit - Outcome 2009    1
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commission President José Manuel barroso in his 
keynote speech emphasised the importance of 
innovation for the new commission and expressed his 
satisfaction to be part of the summit. 
as a major highlight of the concluding partner dinner, 
the lisbon forum was launched.
MEP Lambert van Nistelrooij, who acted as first 
chairman of the lisbon forum’s Governance board, 
said: ‘as Members of the european Parliament, we 
are committed to provide the best possible policy 
framework to secure europe’s innovation potential in 
the long run.’
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eUReKa’s 
contribution to the 
european business 

summit on 
‘cutting Red Tape’

luuk borg, Head of eUReKa’s secretariat was 
a panelist at the ‘SMEs in times of crisis: red 
tape or red carpet?’ workshop during the 
european business summit, the number one 
meeting place for high-level decision-makers 
and business people in europe.

He presented sMe policy in times of crisis and shared 
eUReKa’s and its large network’s views and expertise 
in this sector. borg further added that the current 
crisis is not the only reason to fight bureaucracy. All 
administrators have an obligation to cut red tape. 
However, he said some procedures are necessary 
in order to guarantee that public money is spent 
properly. borg also said business must be transparent, 
in order for companies to know when to take 
important business decisions, and for government to 
know where to put their money.
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International expert 
and partner search 

database
www.b2match.com/profactory 

a new tool has been developed for 
companies, research institutes and universities 
that want:

• to be visible, by presenting their areas of expertise, 
know-how, experience and

• needs, to become preferred partners in 
collaborative projects;

• to find the right partners for collaborative projects;

• to submit collaborative project ideas.

This new tool will enhance the possibility of finding 
suitable partners to build good consortia for 
collaborative projects, with the help of industrial expert 
platforms (eUReKa Umbrellas) including PRo-facToRY 
(automation, materials, robotics and production 
technologies), enIWeP (tribology) and eUlasneT II (laser 
technologies) or others like ManUfUTURe or MInaM, 
within european community or other international 
cooperation programmes. This service is completely free 
of any charge. Interested parties are urged to complete 
the online form and reminded that they alone are solely 
responsible for the quality of data input. Information 
published will be that judged to be of value by the site 
administrators. This service is offered by the eUReKa 
Umbrella PRo-facToRY.

eUReKaTourism 
launched a new 

website in 2009

Visit www.eurekatourism.eu/2009/03/vision-
and-mission.html and also join eUReKaTourism 
on Twitter and linkedIn.
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food fast 
forward: an 

excellent 
taste

Together with the food & nutrition Delta (fnD) innovation 
programme, the eUReKa divisions of senternovem and cDTI 
(spain), the chief organisers of the food fast forward event held 
in the netherlands on 7-8 october 2009, are able to look back on 
two successful days. The event aimed at promoting cross-border 
technological collaboration in relation to agri-food and introducing 
foreign and Dutch parties to one another. There was a high level of 
interest from foreign companies in learning about the expertise in 
the netherlands.

‘Travellers to zeist and ede included large numbers from centres 
of expertise as well as from the business community. We received 
many enthusiastic responses to our initiative from both target 
groups,’ stressed Maarten schans of senternovem, chairman of 
the eURoaGRI fooDcHaIn Umbrella

www.senternovem.nl/
internationaal_innoveren

Research 
connection 2009

Prague, czech Republic
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Israel will run 
the eUReKa chairmanship 
July 2010 to June 2011

eUReKa 
neW 

IDenTITY 
eleMenTs

www.eurekanetwork.org/30

eUReKa turns 25
in 2010
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eUReKa 
embraces 

social media to 
communicate 

better

eUReKa’s 
World of Innovation 

blog
 

eureka-innovation.blogactiv.eu 

In order to enhance collaboration within the network 
and to take EUREKA’s profile to a higher level of visibility, 
the eUReKa secretariat is progressively implementing 
new tools offered by the Internet.

network members can now join eUReKa’s group on linkedIn or 
follow eUReKa’s activity on twitter. Twitter is a ‘microblogging’ tool, 
increasingly used by journalists and media monitoring specialists, by 
scientific media and within the political sphere; it will be open to a 
broader audience than linkedin. latest news, events and eUReKa’s 
success stories will be published on both linkedin and twitter.

eUReKa’s World of Innovation blog was launched in 
the eU blog Platform, blogactiv, to promote eUReKa’s 
work and position among relevant stakeholders. It is 
hoped that content and members’ and interested 
parties’ feedback will make this blog a reference point 
for european Innovation, sMes, and our successful R&D 
projects.

TM
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EUREKA’s first Airport campaign 
research, ‘I am eUReKa’, was 
aimed at identifying whether 
eUReKa’s project billboards at 
the gates of brussels airport 
were noticed, remembered and 
understood.  

a random sample of 303 travellers, mainly european, at brussels 

airport participated in the trilingual survey. The travellers 

interviewed were high-profile respondents (90% with higher 

education and more than 20% holding a high executive 

position). Despite being the first try at advertising at the airport, 

the billboards rated quite well, often leaving behind the bigger 

tunnel ads in the retention rate question. for the next campaign, 

there is a need to focus more on the message and its reach. one 

of the main conclusions is that although a good percentage of 

the respondents identify eUReKa with R&D and technological 

innovation, there is a clear need to continue the campaign.

‘I am eUReKa’ campaign statistics
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eUReKa news with a refreshed 
layout became more attractive 
to its approximately 25,000 
subscribers.

The four editions published in 2009 featured views of four MePs 

(swedish Hökmark Gunnar, Hungarian zsolt becsey, Greek Ioannis 

Tsoukalas and austrian Paul Rübig) bringing  eUReKa closer to the 

european Institutions.

eUReKa neWs 84-87
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eUReKa currently counts 39 full members. 
several countries participate in eUReKa 
projects through a network of national 
Information Points (nIPs).

The affiliation known as Associate Country Status was initiated as 
part of eUReKa’s strategy to enhance cooperation with countries 
outside of Europe judged to have scientific and research 
potential.

national Project coordinators (nPc) are at operational level, 
running the national EUREKA offices. They are the direct contact 
with project in each member country. nPcs facilitate the setting-
up and running of a project and are responsible for promoting 
project generation, national and international support and follow-
up.  

eUReKa naTIonal conTacT PoInTs

Wolfgang Wittke
european commission DG 
Research
square de Meeus 8
be - 1049 brussels
T. +32 2 299 53 35
f. +32 2 299 39 60
wolfgan g.wittke@ec.europa.eu

Kirsi Vaehae-Pietilae
Tekes, finnish funding 
agency for Technology and 
Innovation
Kyllikinportti 2, lansi-Pasila
fI - 001 01 Helsinki
T. +358 10 605 5730
f. +358 10 605 5909 
kirsi.vaha-pietila@tekes.fi

Josef Martinec
Ministry of education, Youth 
and sports
Karmelitska 7
cz - 118 12 Prague 1
T. +420 257 193 512
f. +420 257 193 683
josef.martinec@msmt.cz

Irene Gerharz
eUReKa/cosT bureau, DlR
Heinrich-Konen-str. 1
De - 53227 bonn
T. +49 228 3821 358
f. +49 228 3821 353 
irene.gerharz@dlr.de

Philippe loward
ffG - european and 
International Programmes- 
Austrian EUREKA Office
Haus der forschung, sensengasse 1
aT - 1090 Vienna
T. +43 5 77 55 49 01
f. +43 5 77 55 94 900 
philippe.loward@ffg.at

Robert Verbruggen
Office of Federal 
science Policy (PoD 
Wetenschapsbeleid, sPP 
Politique scientifique)
avenue louise 231
be - 1050 brussels
T. +32 2 238 34 18
f. +32 2 230 59 12 
verr@belspo.be

Jens Vittrup
Danish agency for science, 
Technology and Innovation
bredgade 40
DK - 1260 copenhagen K
T. +45 72 26 55 18
f. +45 35 44 62 01 
jpv@fi.dk

Urmas Uska
Office of Federal Enterprise 
of estonia)
liivalaia 13/15
ee - 10118 Tallin
T. +372 6 27 97 05
f. +372 6 27 97 77 
urmas.uska@eas.ee

andreas Gut
Federal Office for 
Professional education and 
Technology oPeT 
Effingerstrasse 27
cH-3003 bern
T. +41 31 322 11 07
f. +41 31 324 96 58 
andreas.gut@bbt.admin.ch

snezana omic
Ministry of science 
and Technological 
Development)
nemanjina 22-26
cs - 11000 belgrade
T. +381 11 3640 219 
f. +381 11 3640 219 
snezana.omic@nauka.gov.rs

emilio Iglesias
centre for the Development 
of Industrial Technology 
(cDTI)
cid, 4
es - 28001 Madrid
T. +34 91 581 55 07
f. +34 91 581 55 86 
eic@cdti.es

Kalypso sepou
Research Promotion 
foundation
cY - 1683 nicosia
T. +357 22 205 064
f. +357 22 205 001 
kalypso@research.org.cy
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birute bukauskaite
agency for International 
science and Technology 
Development Programmes
a. Gostauto str. 12 - 219
lT - 01108 Vilnius
T. +370 5 2644 708
f. +370 5 2312 292 
birute@ktl.mii.lt

Gilles schlesser
luxinnovation Gienational 
agency for Innovation and 
Research
7 rue alcide de Gasperi 
lU - 1615 luxembourg-Kirchberg
T. +352 43 62 63 -1
f. +352 43 81 20 
gilles.schlesser@luxinnovation.lu

szonja csuzdi
National Office for Research 
and Technology (nKTH) 
neumann Janos str. 1/c
HU - 1117 budapest
T. +361 484 25 60
f. +361 318 43 08 
szonja.csuzdi@nkth.gov.hu

Terence o’Donnell
enterprise Ireland
Industry House, Rossa avenue, 
bishopstown
Ie - cork
T. +353 21 4800236
f. +32 2 230 59 12 
Terence.oDonnell@enterprise-
ireland.com

silvia Rossi
Ufficio di Stato Brevetti e 
Marchi
via 28 luglio,196  borgo Maggiore
sM - 47893 sanMarino
T. +378 88 38 59 
f. +378 88 38 56
eureka.rsm@gov.sm

Huseyin Goren
TUbITaK-TeYDeb
ataturk bulvari 221, Kavaklidere
TR - 06100 ankara
T. +90 312 467 1801
f. +90 312 427 4305  
eureka@tubitak.gov.tr 

Ilze beverte
latvian academy of 
sciences, centre of 
european Programs
akademijas laukums 1
lV - 1050 Riga
T. +371 67 543 307
f. +371 67 820 467 
beverte@edi.lv

francois-Xavier le clerc
EUREKA Office Monaco / 
Direction de l’expansion 
economique
9, rue du Gabian
Mc - 98000 Monaco
T. +377 98 98 19 20 88 12
f. +377 92 05 75 20 
flecleRc@gouv.mc

Israel shamay
Israeli Industry center for 
R&D
Industry House, 29 Hamered street
Il - 61500 Tel aviv
T. +972 3 511 81 00
f. +972 3 517 76 55 
i_shamay@matimop.org.il

snaebjoern Kristjansson
Innovation centre Iceland
Keldnaholt
Is - 112 Reykjavik
T. +354 522 93 72 
f. +354 522 91 11 
skr@innovation.is

Vasile lungu
Dept. of european Integration 
and Intl cooperation, Ministry 
of education, Research & 
Innovation - national authority 
for Scientific Research
21-25 Mendeleev street
Ro - 010362 bucharest
T. +40 21 318 30 65
f. +40 21 318 30 65 
vasile.lungu@ancs.ro

alexander Tkachev
Ministry of Industry and Trade 
of the Russian federation
7 Kitaigordsky proezd
RU - 109074 Moscow
T. +7(495) 632 83 44
f. +7(495) 632 87 28
tkachev@minprom.gov.ru 

samantha Runco
Malta enterprise
enterprise centre, Industrial estate 
MT - san Gwann sGn 09
T. +356 2542 3207
f. +356 2543 3401 
samantha.runco@maltaenterprise.
com

Taake Manning
senternovem/Dutch eUReKa 
secretariat
Juliana van stolberglaan, 3 
nl - 2509 ac Den Haag
T. +31 70 373 55 34
f. +31 70 373 53 55 
taake.manning@agentschapnl.nl

Tomas aronsson
Swedish EUREKA Office, 
VInnoVa
Maester samuelsgatan 56
se - 101 58 stockholm
T. +46 8 473 31 18
f. +46 8 473 30 05 
tomas.aronsson@vinnova.se

Petra zagar
Ministry of Higher education, 
science and Technology
Kotnikova 38
sI - 1000 ljubljana
T. +386 1 478 4756
f. +386 1 478 4734
petra.zagar@gov.si

bjoern Henriksen
The Research council of 
norway
stensberggaten 26 
no - 0131 oslo
T. +47 22 03 72 11
f. +47 22 03 70 01 
bhe@rcn.no

Jerzy Tokarski
national centre for 
Research and Development
4 skorupki str.
Pl - 00-546 Warsaw
T. +48 515 06 15 34
f. +48 225 83 05 04 
j.tokarski@ncbir.gov.pl

Julijana balevska
Ministry of education and 
science
“Mito Hadzi Vasilev-Jasmin”, bb fl.14
MK - 1000 skopje
jbalevska@mon.gov.mk

luigi lombardi
e.n.e.a.
Piazza J.f. Kennedy 20
IT - 00144 Roma
T. +39 06 9772 6469
f. +39 06 5849 6475 
luigi.lombardi@miur.it

Robert Hajduk
Ministry of education of the 
slovak Republic 
stromova 1 
sK - 813 30 bratislava
T. +420 733 387 091
robert.hajduk@minedu.sk

Jorge liz
aDI - agencia de Inovacao 
s.a.
Campus do Lumiar, Edificio O, 1 
andar, estrada do Paco do lumiar
PT - 1649 - 038 lisbon
T. +351 214 232 100
f. +351 210103091 
pegadoliz@adi.pt

Petro smertenko
UKRaInIan eUReKa nPc 
offIce
8, blv. I.lepse
Ua - 036 80 Kyiv
T. +38 44 454 1156
f. +38 44 454 1156 
eureka@merydian.kiev.ua

Pete Munday
Technology strategy board
b1, north star House north star 
avenue
Gb - sn2 1ff swindon
T. +44 [0]17 93 44 27 50
pete.munday@tsb.gov.uk

Remy Renaudin
eUReKa france
27-31, avenue du General leclerc
fR - 94710 Maisons-alfort cedex
T. +33 1 4179 84 98
f. +33 1 4179 85 17 
remy.renaudin@eurekafrance.fr

Ioannis zavvos
EUREKA Office, C/o General 
secretariat for Research 
and Technology/Ministry of 
Development 
14-18 Messogion ave
GR - 11510 athens
T. +30 210 771 3474 
f. +30 210 771 3810 
jzav@gsrt.gr

antonija Mrsic
bIcRo - business Innovation 
centre croatia
Planinska 1
HR - 10000 zagreb
T. +385 1 2352 621 / 601
f. +385 1 2352 615 
antonija.mrsic@bicro.hr

alma Kopliku
Ministry of education and 
science
Rruga e Durresit 23
al - Tirana
T. +355 68 2299 565 
f. +355 4 225 874 
akopliku@mash.gov.al  

senad sepic
Ministry of civil affairs
Trg bosne i Hercegovina 3
ba - 71000 sarajevo
T. +387 33 492 566
f. +387 33 492 640 
senad.sepic@mcp.gov.ba

Petar Yosifov
bulgarian small and Medium 
enterprises Promotion 
agency (bsMePa)
165 str., n3a, Izgrev compl.
BG - 1797 Sofia
T. +359 2 8075 352
f. +359 2 8075 308
petar@sme.government.bg

Hanjoo Kim 
KIaT- Korea Institute 
for advancement of 
Technology
4th fl, Korea Technology center, 305 
Teheranno, Kangnam-Gu
KR - 135-513 seoul
T. +82 2 6009 3012
f. +82 2 6009 3219
eureka@kiat.or.kr
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